
 

 

“Bearly” There Brain Teaser 
I left my campsite and hiked south for 3 miles. Then I 
turned east and hiked for 3 miles. I then turned north and 
hiked for 3 miles, at which time I came upon a bear inside 
my tent eating my food! What color was the bear?  
(See the answer on page 2.) 
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Why spring is called 
“real estate season” 

More homes go on the market in 
March, April, and May than any 
other time of year. That’s because 
home buyers are done hunkering 
down for winter. They want to enjoy 
their new homes over the summer to 
make upgrades and repairs. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
For Home Sellers 

There's still time to catch the spring 
selling wave AND secure a long 
closing, giving you time to find your 
next home, too. Call to start now. 

For Home Buyers 
If you want to buy, call now for an 
appointment to work out the details, 
so you’re ready to make an offer. 

317-319-9012 

Tim Lord | 317-319-9012| tim@LordRealEstateGroup.com| LordRealEstateGroup.com 

Is DIY Painting OK for Selling? 

It’s common for real estate agents like 
me to recommend that sellers repaint 
rooms, clean the carpet, and power-
wash the deck or driveway. Many of 
these small projects can be do-it-
yourself without costing a lot. But be 
especially careful with paint. Use a 
drop cloth, cut in without touching 
the ceiling, and use neutral colors. 

Sometimes you don't. When tastefully done, bright colors and unique 
embellishments can add to a home. For instance, imagine a bright orange 
wall that compliments your mid-century modern furniture. Or a huge 
custom fireplace mantel that enhances your masculine leather seating. 
Buyers can imagine themselves living in that beautiful space. 

But if you remove the furnishings and are left with just an orange wall or 
chunky mantel, buyers focus more on the changes they'll need to make. 

While strong décor choices might appeal to some buyers, a neutral 
interior appeals to the broadest range of buyers. Seriously. There's just 
too much data out there to think otherwise. You get more, better offers 
from neutral décor than from strongly unique décor. Of course, there's a 
broad range between strong décor and neutral décor, so be sure to get 
impartial feedback if you're unsure. 

What if you don't want to go through he cost or effort of neutralizing?  
I have two thoughts. 1) Keep your space staged so buyers can imagine 
themselves there. 2) Offer a sign that says something like "We will have 
this professionally repainted before closing if you prefer." 

Need impartial advice about preparing your house for sale? Set an 
appointment with me for a walk-through.  

DO YOU REALLY NEED TO NEUTRALIZE 
YOUR DECOR BEFORE YOU SELL? 



 
 

 

 
 
 

How to 
Remember 

People’s Names 
How often has this happened 
to you? You're at a social 
event (maybe not right now, 
but soon), and you're talking 
to a stranger. 

As the conversation wraps up, the other guy calls you by 
name. You realize you have no idea what his name is, even 
though he told you minutes ago.  

What can you do? You can apologize and ask his name again, or 
you can make an awkward comment, like "Yeah, you too."  

Or you can resolve to try a memory technique for your next 
encounter. For example, you can make associations that stick in 
the mind like a TV commercial jingle. Here's how that works: 

Link information you want to remember to people, characters or 
things you’re already familiar with. Suppose you meet a person 
whose name is Scott Morrison. You might picture a Scottish 
terrier chasing the Doors’ Jim Morrison. Of course, you'll use 
images that are familiar to you. You'll also want to practice 
picturing the person's face as you make the association. 

Got Power? 3 Back-up Power 
Sources for Your Home 

Threats to household power can include forced blackouts 
during heat waves, downed lines during storms, grid shut-
downs during wildfires and floods, and random events. It 
makes sense for us to equip ourselves with at least minimal 
back up power. Here are three types of backup power: 

1. Hand-sized solar devices. If you just want to keep your phones, tablets, and laptops charged, there are a 
plethora of small solar generators available for under $100 that will do the job. This power source is ideal for 
everyone to have in a power pinch. It also makes a great gift. 

2. Whole-house generators. If you need continuous power to sustain a freezer or life-support system (such as a 
sleep apnea device), then you may want to spring for a small generator. Gas-powered or lithium-ion generators 
range in price from $2,000 to $5,000, and you may be able to find them used. 

3. Rooftop solar panels are an option for some home owners. The cost starts over $10,000 and up, but you may 
be able to take advantage of rebates and savings provided by the government. Power generated by your array 
will offset your monthly electric bill, eventually paying for itself. 

Just for Fun: It's about Perspective 

A hiker came to a fast river. He looked, but for a 
while, he couldn't see a way across.  

Eventually, he gave up and was about to retrace 
his steps when he spotted an old man on the 
opposite bank, staring at him. 

He yelled across to the man, “Excuse me! I'm 
stuck here. Can you tell me how to get to the 
other side?” 

The man looked up and down the river, then 
behind him. Finally he shouted to the hiker, 
"Seems to me you're already on the other side."  

A teacher and a student were counting puddles after a spring rain. 
The student was the teacher’s son, but the teacher was not the 
boy’s mother. Who was the teacher? 

MARCH QUIZ QUESTION  

“Bearly” There Answer (from page 1) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quiz Contest – Win a FREE Coffee Card 
To play, email me the answer to the question on page 2. Put the 
word QUIZ in the subject line. tim@lordrealestategroup.com 

 Last month’s question: If a red brick house is red, and a blue brick 
house is blue, and a yellow brick house is yellow, what color is a 
greenhouse? 

 Last month's answer: No color. It’s made of glass!  

Congratulations to last month’s winner!  
 

"You Make Money When You 
Buy, Not When You Sell" 

It's a basic tenet of real estate 
investing...investors looking to earn a 
return from a property do so by 
purchasing the property at the right 
price for its intended use. Whether you 
want to fix and flip the home or rent it 
long term, your end return depends on 
the cost of purchase, plus repair or 
operational holding costs. Know your 
numbers before you bid.  
  

Call me for help with your real estate investing plans.  

Free Report 
How to Look at a 
House with Your 
Home Inspector 

Buying a home is a  
team effort. Educate 
 yourself about the  
inspection, and be prepared to protect 
your interests! Use your QR app to view 
now, or text me for a copy… 

317-319-9012 

Thank you! 
 

My business depends on people like you.  

 

 

If you know anyone making real estate 
plans in 2021, please introduce us. I 
promise they’ll be grateful you did. 

March 2021  Tim L0rd | 317-319-9012 

Planning to Buy an Airbnb Rental? 
You're not alone. Buying property for use as a short-term rental is popular. 
It's one way to own a vacation home, or to add income to your own 
residence. But before you buy, here are a few things you need to find out... 

 Are short-term rentals allowed in the neighborhood where you want 
to buy? Many municipalities have banned or restricted short-term 
rentals. Plus there may be rules about how many people can occupy a 
home. Know these parameters before you buy... 

 How will you finance the home? If it's going to be your personal residence, you likely won't need any special 
financing. However, if your primary purpose is using it as a rental, then you will likely need to get conventional 
financing with at least 20% down. 

 What licensing is required by the city you're in? If short-term rentals are allowed, you will need a license to run 
such a property, even if it's part of your primary home. 

 Is there an HOA? If the home you want to buy is in an HOA, you'll need to find out if the HOA allows short-term 
rentals. Most don't, possibly for insurance reasons, but also to maintain the character of the property. 

 What insurance will your home, location, and lender require? You'll need to insure the property correctly for its 
type (condo vs. single family), use (as a rental), and location (fire zone, etc.). 
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How Organized Is Organized Enough? 
According to the Princeton Neuroscience Institute, the more clutter you can see, the less efficient your brain is. 
Competing visual stimuli put demands on your attention, resulting in less focus and greater stress. The study wasn't 
addressing creativity. In fact, I've seen competing articles that say clutter can help a creative person think out of the 
box. The study was saying that in normal every day life—like doing laundry or paying bills—clutter is a detriment. 
Think of the stress when you lose an important bill, or have to search the house for your car keys every other day. 

But being organized doesn't mean we need to sort the mail alphabetically, or hang up our clothes by color, or group 
books by size (unless you want to). It does mean having a place for everything and putting everything in its place. 
The bills always get stacked on the same corner spot. The keys always get placed on the same hook.  

If you need to get better organized at home, consider using a method like the one 
offered by Marie Kondo, which helps you let go of things you don't really need any 
more. It can be fun and freeing. And if you feel that you need to move into a new 
house in order to get organized, I can help with that. Let’s go house-hunting! 

Tim Lord 
317-319-9012 

tim@lordrealestategroup.com 
  

This newsletter is for entertainment purposes only.  Credit is given to the authors of articles that are reprinted when the original author is 
known.  This information is solely for entertainment, and should not be substituted for medical, legal, financial or tax advice.  Do not hold us 
responsible for actions you take without proper medical, financial, legal or tax advice. This is not intended as a solicitation of listed property. 


